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Abstract

A mathematical model of electrostatic transfer is develop
in which dielectric relaxation in the receiving media 
analyzed with a first principle treatment of charge transp
The charge density and mobility requirements for achiev
full transfer in a given process time are shown to 
sensitive to transport conditions such as the charge injec
at the contacts and the field dependence of mobility.

Introduction

In electrostatic (ES) transfer of developed toners to pape
intermediate belts (i.e. receiving media – hereaf
“receiver”), a bias voltage is applied across a multi-lay
consisting of the receiver, the toner layer, the photorecep
and a small air gap. It is commonly understood th
successful toner transfer requires a reversal of the f
direction in the toner layer in order to drive the toner aw
from the photoreceptor and towards the receiver. Becaus
the large thickness of receiver compared to that of ot
layers, successful transfer is made possible by dielec
relaxation in the receiver, causing the shift of a lar
fraction of the applied voltage to the toner laye
Traditionally, dielectric relaxation is analyzed by a
equivalent circuit, representing the layers by th
resistances and capacitances.1 However, experimental data
on semi-insulating materials, such as those used for tran
media, have shown that relaxation does not always fol
the exponential time dependence predicted by 
equivalent circuit model.2,3

A mathematical model of charge transport, taking in
consideration space charge effects and features such as
Ohmic charge injection, charge trapping, and fie
dependent mobility, has been developed for analyses
open-circuit and closed-circuit measurements on se
insulators.3,4 In this paper, we report the application of th
model to dielectric relaxation in ES transfer. Th
independent roles played by the two components 
conductivity (or resistivity) – namely, charge density a
mobility – in transfer efficiency are analyzed. It is show
that, the charge density determines the extent of trans
while the charge mobility determines the time required 
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achieving the transfer. Thus, in high-speed printers wit
limited process time, it becomes important to specify 
minimum requirements for both charge density a
mobility, and not just their product – conductivity. Th
general rules for these requirements with respect to pro
speeds are discussed in the following.

Space-Charge Model of Electrostatic Transfer

A one-dimensional schematic of the multi-lay
configuration at the transfer nip is shown in Fig. 1. T
photoreceptor (PR) and the air-gap are assumed to be 
charge free, and hence, the fields Ep and Ea are spatially
uniform. The toner layer is assumed to have a cons
volume charge density qt, and thus the field Et(x) is a linear
function of qt and x. The receiver has an intrins
conductivity σ = (µp + µn)qi, where the µ’s are the drift
mobilities of positive and negative charge, and qi is the
intrinsic charge density.

PR,    Ep

Toner,  Et(x)

Air- gap,  Ea

Receiver,  Er(x)

  Vb

x

Figure 1. One-dimensional schematic of transfer nip

When a bias voltage Vb is applied across the mult
layer, the conduction current due to the intrinsic charge 
the injected charge from the bias electrode flows in 
receiver. This causes the voltage across the receive
decay with time, and the voltages across other layer
increase with time, such that a constant voltage Vb is
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maintained across the multi-layer. The field in the rece
Er(x) can be calculated from the space charge den
according to the Poisson equation,

∂Er(x,t)/∂x = [qp(x,t) + qn(x,t) + qd(x,t)]/εr  (1)

where εr is the permittivity of the receiver, and qp, qn and qd

are the densities of holes, electrons, and deep tra
charges, respectively, in the receiver. The time evolution
charge densities are given by the continuity equations,

∂qp/∂t = −∂ (µpqpEr)/∂x – qp/τp  (2a)

∂qn/∂t = −∂ (µnqnEr)/∂x – qn/τn   (2b)

∂qd/∂t = qp/τp + qn/τn  (2c)

where τp and τn are the lifetime to deep trapping for ho
and electrons, respectively.

The drift mobility can be field dependent. For lack
better knowledge, it is assumed to have the follow
power-law dependence, with µo denoting the mobility at 
nominal field Eo:

µ p(E) = µpo(E/Eo)
k ;   µ n(E) = µno(E/Eo)

k           (3)

where the power k may not be the same for holes 
electrons.

The field in layer 1, E1, at the interface and that in lay
2, E2, are related to the interface charge density Q12 by the
Gauss theorem,

ε2E2 − ε1E1 = Q12  (4)

where ε1 and ε2 are the permittivities of layer 1 and 
respectively.

The charge injection into the receiver from the b
electrode is specified by assuming the injection cur
Jp(0,t) to be proportional to the field at the boundary,

Jp(0, t) = spE(0, t)        (5)

Note that the proportionality constant sp has the
dimension of conductivity.

Starting with the initial conditions that the receiver
charge neutral, that there is no charge accumulation a
receiver/air-gap interface, and that the layer voltages
divided capacitively at t = 0, the fields and voltages in e
layer can be calculated as functions of time from the ab
equations by numerical iteration.

Before presenting the numerical results, let us exam
typical numbers for the electrical parameters in comm
transfer media, e.g. paper.

The conductivity is of the order of σ ≈10−10 S/cm, and
the permittivity is about εr ≈ 5x10−13 F/cm. This gives the
dielectric relaxation time of τdr = ε/σ ≈ 5 msec.

The typical thickness is Lr ≈10−2 cm. For a bias voltag
of Vb≈103V, the surface charge density, i.e. “one CV
worth,” of charge is ≈ 5x10−8 C/cm2.

The charge mobility in these media is not well know
but is expected to be of the order of µ ≈10−6 cm2/Vsec (or
less). Then, the nominal transit time defined by,
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tT ≡ L2/µVb  (6)

has a value tT ≈ 0.1 sec, which is longer than the relaxati
time τdr. With the same mobility, the total intrinsic charge
the layer is qiLr = (σ/µ)Lr ≈ 10−6 C/cm2, which is larger than
one CV’s worth of charge.

The charge transport under these conditions, tT ≥ τdr and
qiLr ≥ CV, is known to be in the regime where space cha
effects become significant. In ES transfer, the voltage ac
the receiver decreases with time, making the actual tra
time longer, resulting in more pronounced space-cha
effects as the dielectric relaxation proceeds.
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Figure 2. Examples of receiver and toner layer voltages from th
space-charge model for field independent mobility (solid curv
and for field dependent mobility with k=2 (dashed curves)

Layer Voltages

Figure 2 shows the time evolution of receiver and to
layer voltages calculated with the space-charge model u
a set of typical values for the parameters (given on 
figure). The voltage is in units of Vb. The time is in units of
tT. In the case of field dependent mobility, tT is defined with
the mobility µo at the nominal field Eo = Vb/Lr, using Eq.(6).
In both cases, the decay of the receiver voltage can be
to deviate from the simple exponential at large times
comparison of the two cases indicates that the space-ch
effect is enhanced by field dependent mobility. Here, 
lifetime to deep trapping is assumed to be very lo
(≈100tT). Therefore, this deviation from the exponent
decay is a consequence of the mobile space-charge e
Calculations are repeated to confirm that these feature
qualitatively independent of the choice of parameter va
within the range of practical interest.

Transfer Efficiency

The field in the toner layer is given by,
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Et(x) = Eta + qt(x − xta)/εt  (7)

where Eta is the field at the toner-air interface xta and εt is the
permittivity of the toner layer. For positive toners to b
transferred, this field must be negative. Thus, the amoun
toner transferred can be determined (neglecting the adhe
forces) by the position x where the field Et(x) changes sign.
The transfer efficiency is then given by the ratio of such
− xta) to the toner layer thickness Lt.
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Figure 3. Transfer efficiency vs. time for various intrinsic char
densities qi, calculated for filed-independent mobility.

Calculated examples of transfer efficiency as the ti
evolves are shown in Fig.3 for samples with vario
intrinsic charge densities qi, assuming a good injection from
the electrode and long lifetime. qi is given in units of qo
defined by,

 qo ≡ εoVb/Lr

2  (8)

with εo = permittivity of vacuum.
A full transfer, i.e. transfer efficiency reaching unity, 

important in preventing color shifts. It can be seen that 
time to reach full transfer increases as qi decreases. For a
small qi ≤ qo, it has been found that a full transfer may nev
be achieved, especially in the case of field-depend
mobility.

Using the data in Fig. 3, the time to reach full transf
as a multiple m of the time unit (tF = mtT) is plotted versus
the intrinsic charge density as a multiple n of qo (qi = nqo) in
Fig. 4. The solid curves are for the case of field independ
mobility (from Fig.3) and the dashed curves are for the c
of mobility that is quadratically dependent on the field. T
curves for the product mn vs. n, to be discussed later, ar
also shown.
he
eld
ans
nce
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Discussion

In principle, the process time tproc must be long enough for
full transfer,

tproc ≥ tF = mtT = m(Lr

2/µoVb)       (9)

Thus, using Eq.(6) for tT, the mobility must have a
minimum value related to the layer thickness Lr, the bias Vb,
and the process time as,

µo ≥ m(Lr

2/tprocVb) ≈ m(10−6 cm2/Vsec)  (10)

For a process time of 0.1 sec, and the typical thickn
Lr ≈10−2 cm and bias Vb≈ 103V, the quantity in parenthese
has a value of 10−6 cm2/Vsec.
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Figure 4. Time to full transfer m (in tT), vs. intrinsic charge density
n (in qo), and the product mn vs. n, for field independent (k=0) a
dependent (k=2) cases (with strong injection).

More plots of m vs. n are shown in Fig. 5. In the thre
solid curves, the injection from the bias electrode is vari
with the injection level s given in units of (εοµοVb/Lr

2). The
dashed curves show the corresponding data for the cas
mobility asymmetry, with the hole mobility µp=0. The
increase in m, and hence the required mobility, at low qi (or
n) is enhanced by weak injection.

In terms of m and n, the required conductivity can b
expressed using Eqs. (8) and (10) as,

σ ≈ µoqi ≥ mn(εo/tproc) ≈ mn(10-12 S/cm)  (11)

With tproc= 0.1 sec, the quantity in the bracket in Eq.(1
is about 10−12 S/cm. It can be seen from Figs. 4 and 5 tham
varies approximately as 1/n for larger values of qi (≥ 6qo).
Thus in this range, the product mn is constant (as shown in
Fig. 4), having a value of about 5 for the case of fie
independent mobility (k = 0) and about 50 for the case
field dependent mobility with k = 2.

The large difference (by one order of magnitude) in t
conductivity requirements between the cases of fi
independent and dependent mobility shown in Fig. 4 me
that it is important to be able to detect the field depende
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of mobility in media characterization. In a separ
publication,3 we have demonstrated that the detection
field dependent mobility is more convenient in open circuit
measurements than in closed circuit ones. Therefore, open
circuit techniques, such as the ECD technique,5 can pro
more relevant information on the electrical properties
receivers than can closed circuit techniques.

In the low qi (≤6qo) regime, the product mn deviates
from and is larger than the constant value at large qi.
Furthermore, the required m value (i.e. the mobility) for a
given qi depends on the rate of charge injection from 
bias electrode, and on whether both holes and electrons 
equally mobile (as shown in Fig. 5). In other words, in this
regime the specification of conductivity alone is n
sufficient for the prediction of transfer efficiency. Oth
transport parameters, such as the nature of charge injec
and charge mobility, do influence the transfer efficiency.
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Figure 5. Plots of m vs. n (as in Fig. 4), but with 3 differen
injection levels s. Dashed curves show the case where the hole
mobility is zero.

Summary and Conclusion

In summary, we have applied the first principle treatment 
charge transport to dielectric relaxation in receiving med
during ES transfer. The transfer efficiency is calculated a
function of time and intrinsic charge density qi. This
provides a way to determine the minimum charge mobili
required for achieving full transfer within a given process
time.

The traditional way of predicting the performance of 
receiver by its conductivity is shown to be insufficient. An
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increase in the process speed increases the required char
mobility. The increased charge mobility requirement m
not be satisfied by increased conductivity if the latte
increase is in the other component – charge density. If the
mobility is field dependent, and decreases with the relax
field, the required initial mobility must be larger (by a
much as an order of magnitude). In addition, the mobility
requirement is also dependent on the rate of charge injection
from the bias, and on whether both positive and nega
charges are equally mobile.

Thus, a complete characterization of a receiver for its
performance in ES transfer must be carried out und
conditions closely simulating charge supply and transport
the actual printing application. The open circuit
measurements of the electrostatic charge decay (ECD
technique, with the sample wrapped around a typical roller
shaft, provides the necessary conditions.5, 6
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